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          A COLLOIDAL CONDITION/COLLOIDS

The colloidal state is a peculiar in-between condition which results when forces 
suddenly collapse, then converge.  This in-between state creates antiforce, which is 
antigravity.  Particles caught in this unique state between implosion and explosion 
transmute, and remain forever changed by that transmutation.  On a molecular 
level, these particles show evidence of enlargement and of having taken on 
different and enhanced characteristics.

To better understand what a colloidal condition is, let's use water as an example.     
Rotate a vat of water.  Spin the water.  Round and round.  Faster and faster.  Then 
stop the direction of the spin.  Stop it dead in the water and reverse the direction.  
When you stopped the spin, the water collapsed into itself creating an implosion.  
But just before you initiated a reverse spin, where the water could explode back 
out, conditions mysteriously changed and both the water and everything contained 
within the water were briefly held in suspension.  This is called a colloidal condition 
and particles caught therein are referred to a colloids.  

There's more:  right after the vortex of spin collapsed, surface tension increased 
dramatically, then antigravity ensued.  And antigravity continues to exist quite apart 
and disconnected from the water's movement until the reverse direction of rotation 
can be generated (or until the condition dissipates because of no further 
movement).  

Know this:  gravity does not behave as a force.  It behaves as if it were the 
entrainment of the spin of a smaller object by a larger one (literally the attraction 
matter has for itself).  When such a spin is suddenly reversed, the entrainment 
momentarily collapses until the reverse spin can begin.  During the collapse, that 
which was held together by mutual attraction is freed.  The same thing can happen 
to the human brain if suddenly hit, jarred, or severely jiggled, especially during an 
automobile accident or as a result of a fall.  Typically, a colloidal-like suspension of 
consciousness will follow such trauma, wherein the environmental space appears to 
expand out as time slows to a standstill.  The individual feels somehow caught in-
between realities when this occurs, as if he or she had slipped through a crack in 
time and space and had suddenly become resident in a world "neither here nor 
there."  This peculiar "feeling" of being suspended in-between realities makes such 
an impression and has such an affect that it can permanently alter the way the 
individual regards the world at large and his or her place in it.  Of interest here is 
that consciousness, even when simply released from the bias of thought (as in a 
flow state). will behave in a fashion similar to gravity when gravity is freed from the 
entrainment that seems to have both caused and maintained it.  This similarity 
demonstrates that the same type of collapse followed by a state of suspension, no 
matter the cause, can lead to sudden mental enhancements that can liberate the 
individual's potential (thanks to the emergence of antigravity, or antiforce).
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A COLLOIDAL CONDITION/COLLIODS

I believe a colloidal condition best describes what happens during and after a near-
death/transformative state.  This colloidal condition reflects the core mechanism for 
the shift energy makes, a shift that suspends, expands, and transmutes whatever is 
caught within it, either instantaneously or seemingly so.

 Once again, only this time step-by-step, a colloidal condition is where:

• forces suddenly collapse, then converge

• a momentary state of suspension results

• everything caught in that suspension expands and enlarges as

antigravity is created

• inherent or unlimited potential is released

• whatever is present is imprinted (becomes permanently altered

by what happened)

• whatever is present then transmutes (takes on different characteristics)

• as reversal of motion is completed, forces are restored, suspension

ends, but the imprinting (transmutation) remains.

 Remember, a colloid is any particle caught in a colloidal condition.  Once 
suspended in this manner, the particle will automatically enlarge and expand and 
remain permanently and forever altered by the experience.

 The process that creates colloids correlates almost exactly with what happens 
to those who undergo spiritual transformations and near-death episodes.  The 
majority who go through such a process experience an enlargement and expansion 
of consciousness, exhibit the sudden surfacing of latent abilities, face a confusing 
array of psychological and physiological aftereffects, and are never quite the same 
again.  

It is my belief that the reason this process of convergence and transmutation 
(transfiguration) is so universal and basically the same for all is because all of us, 
everyone of us, now and throughout thel ages, are and have always been imprinted 
by the same creative impulse that originated us.  The mark of our creation is what 
we display whenever our consciousness is freed to rediscover itself and the source 
of its being.  


